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Foreword

This monograph considers the relationship of institutional goals
to student costs. The authors believe that student goals and institu-
tional goals differ, and that as students perceive the extent of the dif-
ferences, they will expect institutions to more closely relate their
activities to the objectives of students. This goal adjustment has been
prompted by a harsh economic climate arid changing federal attitudes
about the form of delivery systems to support higher education. Stu-
dents are primary recipients of state and federal aid and have the
choice of where to spend that aid. They also are becoming more
selective about institutional program offerings. This would suggest
a future of substantively different institutional accommodations
than higher education has known in the past. However, the authors
hypothesize that current incentives and decisionmaking structures of
colleges tend to reflect a faculty and administrative consensus exclu-
sive of student goals, which will probably widen the gap between
institutional goals. and student aspirations. This, in turn, will only
lessen the' StudenCs willingness to pay the costs of meeting these in-
stitutional goals tailless accommodations are made. George B.

Weathersby is professor of education and Frederic Jacobs is lecturer
on education in the Harvard Graduate School of Education, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts.

Peter P. Muirhead, Director
ERIC/Higher Education
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Introduction

In the last three centuries American higher education has grown
enormously in the number of institutions and the number and di-
versity of students. Many forces shaped this growth: the desire to
train ministers and to maintain highly differentiated religious de-
nominations, private philanthropy, burgeoning youth populations
and mandatory secondary schools, the expanding support of state and
federal governments, and the national need for science and research,
among many others. In the last 5 to 10 years, some of these forces
have begun to reverse their direction: federal support for science and
doctoral training has been radically reduced, the youth population is
levelling off and will soon decline in total size, state and philan-
thropic sources of support are barely keeping up with inflation, and
federal and, to a lesser extent, state policy is increasingly focussed on
students as the vehicle of institutional financial support.

As these forces receded or changed direction, institutions found
themselves with aspirations that cost more than available resources.
Students were the most likely source of the desired additional re-
sources. However, institutions had already gone to the well of stu-
dent support by doubling the share of institutional costs paid by
students. With soon-to-be-declining youth enrollments and continuing
price inflation, the costs borne by the remaining students would have
to increase at an even faster rate than in the past. These changes are
consistent with the trend to make public policy decisions about stu-
dent enrollment the vehicle of delivering public funds to institutions;
however, the current incentives and decision-making structures of
colleges and universities tend to reflect faculty and administrative
consensus much more than student concerns. This will probably
widen the gap between institutional goals and aspirations; it also
will lessen the willingness of students to pay for the cost of meeting
these institutional goals.

One possible, and we believe likely, consequence of this incongruity
of who pays the piper and who calls the tune is the increased func-
tional differentiation in the delivery, of educational services. Cur-
rently, colleges and universities offer students many services: assess-
ment of prior learning, academic counseling, career counseling, direct
instruction, assessment of direct instruction, certification, and link-
ages to work on further education, among others. These services are
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not made available individually to students; that is, generally a stu-
dent cannot purchase only academic counseling or certification front
a college or university. All of these services are provided as a package
to enrolled students. However, each of these services could be pro-
vided directly to students (or anyone) by a functionally specialized
organization or sornponent of an existing college or university. In
fact, there are 'examples of all of these services now being separately
provided to individuals who are not enrolled in degree programs. In
these cases, the cost borne by the student is only for.the services.he or
she is purchasing, and the aspirations of organizations providing
these services are in terms of the functional area of service. This is
only one means of increasing the congruity between institutional
goals and student costs.

It is difficult to predict with accuracy in the complex environment
of higher and postsecondary education, but the demographic, finan-
cial, and public policy trends suggest that the divergence of institu-
tional goals from the resources to meet these goals raises fundamental
questions that go beyond the likely reluctance of students to pay an
ever-increasing share of the costs. The ability to meet the educational
needs of a wide range of students is one way higher educational in-
stitutions can increase the congruity of interests of those who pay
for their services (students), those whu decide what educational serv-
ices should be made available (educational policy-makers), and those
who receive and benefit from these educational services (society).
With a future that is likely to be significantly different from the
past, it is important for faculty, administrators, and friends of higher
education to understand the relationships between the purposes and
capacities of institutions and the needs of individuals.

9
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A Widening Gap:
Institutional Goals and Resources

During the past 15 years postsecondary education has undergone a
remarkable expansion and contraction. No single decade in the his-
tory of American education produced more rapid growth of facilities,
student enrollment, federal and state support, capital construction,
and institutional programs and budgets than the period from 1960
to 1970. However, the first half of the 1970's has been a period of
reconsideration and at times actual retrenchment due to a leveling
of enrollment and.greatly increased costs; the retrenchment has .been
made even more dramatic by its proximity to a period of expansion.
This expansion and contraction 'has had serious consequences for
institutions by placing stress on decision:making processes not de-
signed or unable to respond to new, shifting social and economic
conditions; furthermore, retrenchment has had adverse c6nsequences
for studen.ts who, as tuition payers, represent the major elastic com-
ponent of instilutional programs and budgets.

A series of conditions has created a gap between real institutional
income and the income to achieve institutional goals. Available evi-
dence suggests the gap will not shrink and -may increase. To reduce
and ultimately eliminate this gap. institutions need to adjust either
expenditures or income or both, because long-term deficit spending
in public and private postsecondary education cannot continue in-
definitely. As institutional goals are modified, there will be an im-
pact on stu_dent costs. This assertion is based on two assumptions:
first, since student tuition is the source of institutional income with
the greatest flexibility controllable by the institution, fiscal exigency
affects students immediately, usually through increased tuition. Sec:.
ond, there are practical limits to tuition increases that exceed the
rate of wage inflation because this would result in a decline in the
purchasing power of family discretionary income for all other (non-
educational) items and a corresponding &cline in the demand for
higher education.

While the goals students develop in pursuit of their studies and
the goals institutions develop in offering educational services may
exhibit varying degrees of congruity, institutional and student goals,
are inextricably linked through the means and magnitude of educa-
tional finance. Most students apply to only one institution and pay

1 0
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whatever that institution charges, although some students might
decide not to attend at all if price increases exceed expectations.
Most colleges and universities derive the major part of their income
from students or from governments in a manner directly propor-
tioned to student enrollments. Inflation-driven cost increases, though
not productivity-induced cost decreases, are understandably passed
on directly to students; however, in the past 15 years, tuition has in-
creased faster than all educational expenditures or consumer price
indices, indicating that an increased proportion of the cou of meet-
ing institutional goals is being borne by students. An alternative to
price increases to students is for institutions to reduce expenditures.

We believe that this goal-income dilemma is not a one-time
phenomenon. It appears to be a continuing pattern, whereby the
costs of fulfilling institutional aspirations increase more rapidly than
institutional endowment income and other independent resources,
which in turn leads to price increases or reductions in services. This
clearly affects students, since they unwittingly bear the cost of institu-
tional ambition and are usually powerless to do anything about it.
Furthermore, they are often unaware that the financial exigency re-
sulting from the gap between aspirations and resources leads to a
change in the nature and quality of services.

The present goal-income gap has resulted in an uncertain and un-
steady state that will.not end quickly. We are in a rather uncertain
period in which there will be a great discrepancy between the aspira-
tions of institutions and their income. Shrinking instiattional re-
sources will mean an increase in the percentage of expenditures for
fixed costs and a decrease in the discretionary income available to
institutions. Shrinking institutional resources will mean an increase
in cost to students because students are the priMary flexible source
of income for institutions; as the gap becomes greater, there will be,
as in the past, significant cost increases.

The present period of shrinking resources has direct and significant
implications for student costs because present financial constraints
demand institutional responses. This may have two probable im-
pacts: (I) For institutions there will be an adjustment to a lower
standard of living, mandatory cost cuts and increases in the percent-
age of expenditure for fixed costs, reduced aspirations, more narrow-
ly defined mission, and emphasis on becoming excellent in special-
ized rather than generaliz.ed areas. (2) For students there will be an
increase in costs, reduction in services and institutionally provided
financial aid; alteration of the educational experience, greater institu-
tional specialization and, thus, fewer choices.

4
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An obvious way to avoid these consequences, which many deem
undesirable, is to seek additional external funds, as evidenced in the
institutional support requests made...to governments and foundations,
among others. However, the continuing growth in other social needs
and the declining priority of educational funding has resulted in
relatively few additional external funds being provided. The long-
term trend is clear: institutional financial stability, if not survival,
requires a more favorable balance between the costs of meeting in-
stitutional goals,and the income (.lerived from clients willing to sup-
port these activities. One proposed solution to this dilemma is to
modify decision-making processes within institutions to enable them
to determine more effectively their allocation of resources, and to
establish institutional goals achievable with those resources. .

Evidence of increased enrollments and overall-growth in postsec-
ondary education, along with increased expenses and charges to stu-
dents, has led administrators and planners to scrutinize the institu-
tional aspirations and income available to achieve them, and to view
with growing concern the widening gap between goals and resources.

The following sections examine the goal-income dilemma, re-
view its antecedents, relate its impact to student costs, and suggest
a framework for dealing with the dilemma. The discussion takes the
following form:

An examination of the growth of postsecondary education, its
inCreases in costs and prices, with particular emphasis on the impact
of inflation-on the cost of educational operations and services;

A description and review of the assumptions and aspirations
influencing American postsecondary education in the last 30 years;

An overview of institutional decision-making processes-empha-
sizing the means by which decisions relating to institutional objec-
tives are made; and,

The impact on students and costs to them of institutional ambi-
tion at a time of retrenchment.

12
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Expansion and Inflation:
The Financial Squeeze

The recent history of American postsecondary educatinri has been
characterized by expansion of resources and.aspirations. For 15 years,
with the exception of recessions in the early 1960's aria early 1970's,
educational expenditures have grown steadily both in real terms and
as a percent of the Gross National Product (GNP). As long as this
general growth in available resources continued, the expansion of
institutional aspirations was consistent with increased access to stu-
dents, for which there was some incentive to keep student prices
down. Inflation is partially to blame for increased costs for construc-
tion and maintenance and for increased salaries and benefits. In
fact, much of these costs has been shifted directly to students. Be-
tween 1961, and 1974, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by
55 percent and the student Tuition Price Index (TPI) increased by
120 percent, faster than all other higher education cost indices (see
Figure 1).* While costs have increased for all consumers, students as
a group have been severely affected.

The tuition price increases pose a dilemma for those concerned
with higher education policy. As Halstead points out: "The increase
in TPI values represents the real loss of student purchasing power.
While students still pay far less than the cost of their education, they
now pay about twice as much in 1974 as they did in 1961 for the
.same resources expended by institutions" (Halstead 1975, p. 107). At
the same time, the proportion of disposable faMily income devoted
to higher education has remained approximately constant. Relative
to their income, students and their families are paying the same pro-
portionate share as they have in the past, but relative to the costs'of
the actual services received, students and their families are paying
proportionately much more than 15 years ago.

However, tuition increases alone have not created the present
dilemma: pressure has grown from within institutions to enlarge offer-
ings, to increase the scope and diversity of programs and services, and
to expand academic aspirations in general. Balderston (1974) believes

The Consumer Price Index is calculated monthly by the Bureau of Labor Sta.
tistics. It represents the current price of purchasing a standard market basket
of goods and services typically consumed by a household. The Tuition Pr:ce
Index -reports change in the aserage resident undergraduate tuition for a con
stant dollar education expenditure input" (Halstead 1975. p. 107).

6
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Figure 1. Comparison of trends in price change in higher education
(current operations, research and development, building construction,
equipment, student tuition, and room and board charges, with the
Consumer Price Index, fiscal years 1961-74).
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universities are "flexible and resilient organizations," but notes that
conflicting demands on their resources and financial stringency

have produced serious new stresses within them" (p. ix). Balderston
also thinks the fiscal dilemma confronting universities is the most
serious and dangerous component of the present situation. He attri-
butes this in part to "expanded academic aspiration" resulting in
institutional stress. He says, in describing this:
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To achieve this kind of stress, an institution established a number of
new Programs in areas of hot competition and recruited key faculty from
a limited supply, ahead of enrollment growth. It developed new pro-
grams in areas of growing prestigedoctoral programs requiring heavy
library or laboratory investment and substantial fellowship funds to enable
successful competition for good students. This was done in many areas
and moved the institution upward in acadmic status but also, inevitr.bly,
moved it outward toward the fiscal cliff" (Balderston 1974. p. 182).

This sense of "expansion of aspirations" has created an unprece-
dented "serious state of stress," which Balderston differentiates from
the commonly used term "crisis." To Balderston crisis connotes "a
peak of tension" rather than a sustained period of exigency.

Coupled with this institutional emphasis on expanded aspiration
is the effect of inflation on educational costs. This can be seen by an
examination of expenditures for current operations. Just as the Con-
sumer Price Index provides an index for consumer costs, the Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI) "reports the change in prices paid by
institutions for a fixed group of inputs purchased for educational
and general operations less sponsored research" (Halstead 1)74, p.
27). Figure 1 demonstrates the effects of inflation on current opera-
tions in postsecondary institutions: the Higher Education Price Index
(HEPI) has grown about 70 percent faster than has the CPI, increas-
ing by 96.7 percent in 1974 versus 55 percent in 1961. Although the
differential between the two has been almost constant since 1969,
there is still an annual differential of 2 to 3 percent between college
operating costs and inflation affecting the economy as a whole. The
HEPI is calculated from expenditures in the following categories: pro-
fessional salaries, nonprofessional wages and salaries. fringe benefits,
services (data -processing and equipmem rental, communication, trans-
portation, printing and duplication, miscellaneous services), supplies
and materials, equipment, books and periodicals, and utilities. In re-
cent years. personnel compensation, including professional and 1-,on-
professiona1 salario and fringe benefits. have constitnted more than 80

percent of the total: there have been dramatic increases in fringe
benefits (more than 100 percent since 1)61) and in utilities (more
than 50 percent since 1970). While the annual increase in HEPI
ranged from 3.6 to 3.3 percent between 1961 and 1967, it has in-
creased at a minimum rate of 5 percent plus since then. reaching 7
percent-in 1974 and dropping below fi percent only twice. in 1972
and 1973 (Halstead 1974. p. 29).

Figure 1 indicates that educational costs have increased constantly
and at a rate greater than the increase in the cost of living or infla-

.tion. These increased educational costs have ;tot necessarily resulted

8
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in more or better edtwational services, even though participation in
postsecondary education has nearly tripled since 1958 and there has
been an increase of nearly 1.6 million students between 1970 and
1974. as shmvn in Table I.

Table 1. Enrollments of institutioni of higher education by institu-
tional type and e ontrol. SehTted vrars: 1958 to 197.1.

Institutional
type and control

All Universities:
1958

Enrollment

1962 1966 1970 1974

Total 3,420.411 4.403.9:36 6.390.000 8,580.887 10.20.729
Public 2.033.843 2.752.720 1.319,000 6.428.134 7.988,500

Private L386.571 1651.216 2,011,000 2,152,753 2,235.229

4-year
Institutions

Total 2.891.805 3.63007 5,064.000 6,357,679 6.912,182

Public 1.590.962 '2.981.463 3.159.000 4.326.162 4,793,697
Private 1,303,813 1.545.914 1,901,000 2,031,517 2,118,485

2-year
Institutions

Total 525.609 773,529 1.326,000 2.223.208 3,311,517

Public 142,831 668,257 1,190.000 2,101.792 3,194,803

Private 82,728 105,272 137.000 121,236 116,744

includes graduate programs
Source: Golladay 1976. p. 187.

Until very recently, the student population has grown at a rate
faster than the rate of growth of the adult population and their in-
come or than the rates of growth in endowments and other income
sources. Also, until recently thc number of families with two or more
children in colleg,e at the same time has steadily increased. These
growth patterns have placed severe financial strains on those sup-
porting the students while in school. However, this strain has in-
creased with the leveling and decline of real per capita disposable
income for significant portions of the population. In fact, between
1973 and 1975. -for the first time in fifteen years the typical per-
son's spendable income failed to rise as much as the prices he or she
had to pay" (Cell 197(. p. 1). This was the result of both inflation-
ary shortagesnotable in farm products and fueland unemploy-

9
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ment. Farm prices surged hy 66 rrcent from 1971 to 1974, and fuel
prices more than doubled between 1972 and 1975, contributing a
virtually unprecedented 27 percent leap in the cost of living over a
3-year period (Cell 1976, p. 1).

Inflation and expansion have had a profound effect on education,
making it a more costly and larger segment of the economy. But this

growth has not meant an automatic qualitative growth. In Lct, al-
though expenditures for all levels of education have increased from
5.6 percent of the Gross National Product in 1961 to 7.8 percent in
1974 (see Table 2), expenditures for items particularly susceptible to
inflation, such as utilities, capital construction, salaries and benefits,
have increased so rapidly, that increases in expenditures have not
necessarily resulted in better or, in some cases, equal facilities and
services (Golladay 1977, p. 180). The changing composition of ex-
penditures has been in the direction of a greater prop-ortion spent on

fixed costs, overhead, and supportive services, and a correspondingly
smaller proportion spent on direct educational services, which, at

ever inflating prices, purchased proportionately less.

Table 2. Gross National Product (GNP) related to total expenditures
for education: 1929 to 1974.

Calendar year

Gross
National Product
(in thousands)

School
Year

Expenditures for education 1
As a Percent

Total of Gross
(in thousands) National Product

1961 520,109,000 1961-62 29,366,305 5.6

1965 684,884,000 1965.66 .15.397,713 6.6

1969 930.284,000 1969.70 70,077,228 7.5

1971 1,054,915,000 1971-72 2 82,999,062 7.9

1972 1,157,966,000 1972-73 89,100,000 7.7

1973 1,294,919,000 1973-74 2 98,300,000 7.6

1974 1,397,-100,000 1974-75 3 108,700,000 7.8

1 Includes expenditures of public and nonpublic schools at all levels of education
(elementary, secondal y. and higher education).

2 Revised since originally published.
3 Estimated.

Sources: 1/..S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
Statistics-Of State School Systems; Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher
Education, and unpublished data; U. S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of
Economic Analysis. Survey of Current Business, July 1971, and July 1974.
Source: Go lladay. 1976, p. ISO.

10
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Table 3. Estimated average charges (current dollars) per full-time
undergraduate resident degree credit student in institutions of higher
education, by institutional type and control: 1964165 to 1974175.

Year and control All

1964-65:
Public $ 243°
Nonpublic 1,088

1965.66: 1
Public 257
Nonpublic 1,154

1966-67:
Public 275
Nonpublic 1,233

1967-68: 1
Public 283
Nonpublic 1,297

1968.69:
Public 295

Nonpublic 1,383

1969-70: 1
Public 324
Nonpublic 1,534

1970-71: 1
Public 352
Nonpublic 1,685

1971-72:
Public 376
Nonpublic 1,820

1972-73: 1
Public 400
Nonpublic 1,869

1973-74:
Public 2 445
Nonpublic 2,009

1974-75: 2
Public 503
Nonpublic 2,290

Source: Golladay 14)76. p. 230.
'Charges are for total tuition and board and room for the academic year in current
unadjusted dollars.

11
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As costs increase and salary demands grew, institutions are forced
to turn to their greatest source of income elasticitystudent tuition
charges. Tuition has increased by more than 100 percent in a 10-
year period (1964/65 to 1974/75) in both public and private institu-
tions. Institutions, whether public or private, have turned to tuition
charges to offset escalating costs over which they have no control;
for example, energy costs, costs for supplies and equipment, costs for
salaries and benefits, and for construction and maintenance (see
Table 3). In the same 10-year period, tuition has increased faster than
institutional costs, indicating once again that students arc being re-
quired to bear an increasing share of the costs of institutional opera-
tions.

Viewed graphically (see Figure 2), the cc- matic rise of tuition rates
since 1928 indicates a tenfold increase since 1928, an enormous
burden for the individual tuition payer in all types of educational
institutions.

Figure 2. The rise of tuition rates.

Average tuition and fees
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It is noteworthy that "tuition increases in the public sector have
almost exactly matched increases in median family income" (Hal-
stead 1975, p. 105). Halstead continues, "It is unlikely this parallel
relative increase was completely by intent, yet through practice,
public institutions are setting tuition charges that have been con-
sistently proportional to family ability to pay" (p. 105).

Not only has the price borne by students increased markedly but
also the number of students increased tapidly, especially during the
mid-1960's. Table 4 shows the rate of growth in total full-time
equivalent (FTE) enrollment in higher education projected to 1990.
Falling 'from a peak of a nearly 14 percent annuai increase in 1965,
total FTE college and university enrollments are now growing at
about 2.5 percent annually: during the mid-1980's they are expected
to decline about 2 percent per year. The enrollment estimates pre-
pared by the Carnegie Council are probably the most optimistic en-
rollment forecasts in general use. The recurrent conclusion is that
institutions will have more difficulty increasing the share of institu-
tional costs borne by students at a rate equal to that of the last two
decades. There simply will not be the students enrolling to pay the
increasing costs.

Table 4. The percent increase over the previous year's total full-time
equivalent enrollment in higher education in the United States

Year Percent Change Year Percent Change

1963 7.8 1977 2.5
1964 11.2 1978 2.5
1965 13.9 1979 2.8
1966 8.4 1980 2.3

1967 7.8 1981 0.2
1968 8.7 1982 1.7

1969 6.0 1983 -03
1970 6.3 1984 -1.1
071 4.4 1985 -2.0
1972 1.3 1986 -2.0
1973 2.3 1987 -0.6
1974 1.7 1988 0.4
1975 2.7 1989 0.7
1976 2.5 1990 -1.2

Source: Cartter 1976, p. 89.

While students have been more timn proportionately affected by
the increasing costs of institutional operations, colleges and univer-
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sities themselves have also been severely affected. The results of a
nu Mber of recent studies of the financial health of higher educational
institutions are summarized in the Appendix. All of these studies
indicate that .many institutions are in financial trouble. Some re-

basic situation
s and observers are more pessimistic than others, but all agree

of deficit-spending cannot continue indefin-
itely without serious consequences, While it is neither the best nor
the worst of times for h igher education finance, it is clearly a time
of change. One-sixth of our public and one-third of our private in-
stitutions cannot incur operating deficits for an extended period
without becomi

our i
ng bankrupt in every sense of the word. Forty-nine

Percent of long endure the financial anemia
they experience

nstitutions.cannot
and continue to provide a vigorous educational

experience. Institutions cannot continue to shift an ever increasing
share of educational costs oino students without further reducing the
demand for higher eductiona demand which demography willa

most likely., reduce substantmlly in the early 1980's even with con-
stant prices.

The pursuit of institutional aspirations has led institutions to

substantially expand their expenditures, often at a rate faster than

the expansIon of income. If economically rational decisionmaking
were prevalent, institutions would decide among dreaming smaller
dreams, becoming more efficient, and finding clients more willing to

Pay ever-increasing prices. However, without strong leadership and

careful planning, we believe in the next IO-year span it is likely in-
will dream morestitutions grandiose dreams, become less efficient,

and not find a clientele to pay the COSts.

Figure 3. Institutions with budget defl; its.

private

Ca

Public

1972.73 1973-74 1974-75

Source: American Council on Education. This chart is based on data from 226

blic colleges and universities of all types.Private and 144
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To summarize, American higher education has moved from a
period of expansion and growth to one characterized by retrench-
ment and slow growth. During the period of growth, institutional
aspirations also grew. In the prcsent period of retrenchment, finan-

cial stringency characterizes postsecondary institutions and many
of them face budget deficits.

For these institutions and others that may find themselves with a
deficit, the gap between expenditures desired to meet goals and in-
come mandates a reconsideration both of mission and of income
sources. In thc following section some of the assumptions and aspira-
tions that have influenced American pcistsecondary institutions in

the last generation are described.

2 2
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A Perspective on
Institutional Aspirations

We -have suggested that much of the growth of American post-
secondary education 'needs to be understood in an economic context,
particularly in the present state of increasing costs and inflationary
pressure. It is equally important to look at educational expansion
and growth in terms of (1) its mission and aspirations and (2) its
continuing tradition of enlarging its purview. A. recent report of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching summarizes
the present situation:

For a century (1870 to 1970), higher education in the United States ex-
perienced relatively steady and certain growth. For the prior two centuries
and more (1636 to 1870), growth was not always so steady but it was, by
many, considered certain. Now for the first time in our nation's history,
the prospect is that growth may be both unsteady and uncertain. This
is a dramatic. even traumatic, change of condition" (Carnegie Foundation
1975, p. ix).

The "dramatic" change is that many institutions are no longer
able to enlarge their mission without placing the financial stability
of the institution in jeopardy; John Millett, in an analysis of a study
of institutional financial ,health conducted by Change magazine, con-
cluded that "institutions that spread themselves too thin in response
to perceived societal pressures will be adversely affected in a time of
slowed growth, and that institutions with a clear focus on purpose
are more efficient" (Millett'1976. p. 27).

Thus, the need to narrow institutional focusses and missions is

related to the economic and demographic condition5 affecting pcist-
secondary education. This situation has been described by the
Carnegie Foundation:

The decline of growth patterns is basically the result of demographic
factors, as we shall see, but also of changing national and individual
priorities and of shifting demands ..for college graduates in the labor
market. Its effects on outlooks within higher education are deepened
because the change Occurs during a period of recession and inflation
combined. The short.run economic situation intensifies the long-run basic
trend.

The consequence of all this is that much of the higher education dis-
course today is couched ill terms of survival. For many institutions, sur-
vival is the main current imperative. But, for all of higher education, the
challenge is to do more than survive. Much remains to be done both by
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individual institutions and by public policy to assure universal access to
higher education to all persons and to enlarge the creative capacity of
our society, through higher education. to solve its many problems. The

central theme of this commentary. thus, is 'More Than Survival." Great
public purposes remain to be served (Carnegie Foundation 1975. p. 4).

Faced with economic pressures, How can institutions meet their
"great public purposes"? To provide some perspective, let us examine

how institutional aspirations have evolved:

The history of American postsecondary education since World
War 11 can be viewed as a period of growing ambition anzl aspira-
tion accompanied by a growing sense- of mission to encompass larger
and larger segments of the population. In the years immediately
following World War II, the educational attainment of the 25 to 29

age population shifted dramatically, so that more than half of that
cohort had 12 or more years of school. As Figure 4 indicates, it is

projected that by the year 2000 nearly 90 percent of the 25 to 29

age group will have had 12 or more years of schooling (Carnegie

Commission 1973b, p. 45).
Moreover, the percent of the population in the 18 to 24 age category

has also risen dramatically: from 14.2 percent in 1950 to 27.2 percent

in 1965, with slight increases since that time.
In general, we have spent more money on education and have

provided greater access and more diversity and opportunity than
any other country in the world. This is evident in the expenditures
for education as a percent of the Gross National Product, which has
risen from 3.8 percent in 1953 to 6.6 percent in 1965 to 7.8 percent

in 1974. The actual expenditures have increased dramatically to
$109 billion in 1974 to the point where education "is a major con-

sumer of goods and services" (Golladay 1976, p. 3). All of this sug-

. gests a major commitment of resources and energy to the goal of
increased access and opportunity.

This growth of postsecondary education has at the same time re-
sulted from and created the growth of aspirations. The United
States has gradually moved from elite to mass education, and seems

to be moving toward universal access. The increase in participation
rates and the burgeoning community colleges indicates that trend.
With the establishment of the land-grant colleges during the Civil
War, growing numbers of students were able to attend college for
very little money if they were otherwise qualified, with no regard to
their economic or social status. What began as an option for the
privileged became, during the span of a century, an expectation for

many, an aspiration for others, and then, finally, a perceived entitle-
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Figure 1. Projected levels of educational attainment of the population
25 t6 29 years of age.
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ment. This "development front an aristocratic to a meritocratic sys-
tem" has been Oescribed by T. R. NfcConnell (1973) as "one of the
central strands .in ihe history of American higher education" (p. 1).

McConnell asserts that the impetus for this expansion was the
1948 report of the Commksion on Higher Education established by
President Trnman: "the Commission concluded that approximately
half the population could profit from at least two years of educa-
tion beyond the high school level, and that a third had the capacity
to earn a four-year Oillege degree" (McComtell et al. 1973, p. 2). The
so-called "Truman Commission" established the principle of mass
access based on merit and thus Paved the wav for federal support to
socioeconomic groups that had been previously excluded. The idea
of mass education has become so prevalent since the Truman Com-
mission that in 1970 Nrartin Trow referred to the "lasting stigma a

mark .of some special failing of mind or character, and a grave ham:
cap in all the, activities and pursuits of adult life," placed on those
who have never attended college (Trow 1970, p. 25).

By the earlv 1970's. the Carnegie Commission recommended
"universal access for those who want to enter institutions of higher
education. are able to make reasonable progress after enrollment,
and can benefit from enrollment" (Carnegie Commission 1971, p 18).
Thus, in the years following World War II, a growing aspiration
universal access to postsecondary educationdominated educational
planning, with the aid of relatively broad and continuous federal.
state, and local support, and with philanthropic encouragement. This
general trend was supported as a consequence of other factors too:
(1) the substantial benefits given to veterans through the G.I. bill
(Servicemen's Readjustment Act); (2) the emphasis on improving
the quality of education in the post-Sputnik period after 1958: (3)
judicially imposed changes in the quality of education for blacks
after the Brown versus Board of Education decision of 1954; and,
(4) the civil-rights movement of the 1960's.

In the past 20 years these factors have resulted in unprecedented
growth in institutional size and physical facilities and, equally im-
portant, in expectations and aspirations. To support these aspira
tions, the federal government has passed a series of bills to further
the national educational mission. In nearly two decades (1958-1976)
the following legislation has been implemented:

1958

National Defense Education Act (PL 85-861)--provided assistance for:
state and local school systems for strengthening instruction in science,
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mathematics, modern foreign languages, and other critical subjects;
improvement of state statistical services; guidance, counseling, and
testing services and training institutes; higher education student
loans and fellowships; foreign language institutes and advanced
foreign language study and training provided by colleges and uni-
versities; experimentation and dissemination of information on more
effective utilization of television, motion pictures, and related media
for educational purposes; and vocational education for technical
occupations necessary to the national defense.

1962

Manpower Development and Training Act (PL 87-415)provided
training in new and improved skills for the unemployed and un-
deremployed.

1963

Vocational Education Art of 1963 (PL 88-210)increased federal
support of vocational education, including support of residential
vocational schools, vocational work-study programs, and research,
training, and demonstrations in vocational education.
Higher Education Facilities Art of 1963 (PL 88-204)authorized
grants and loans for classrooms, libraries, and laboratories in public
community colleges and technical institutes as well as nndergraduate
and graduate facilities in other institutions of higher education.

1964

Civil Rights Art of 196.1 (PL 88-452)authorized the Commissioner
of Education to (1) arrange, through grants or contracts with institu-
tions of higher education, for the operation of short-term or regular-
session institutes for special training to improve ability of elementary
and secondary school instructional staff to deal effectively with special
education problems occasioned by desegregation; (2) make grants to
school boards to pay, in whole or in part, the cost of providing in-
service training in dealing with problems incident to desegregation;
(3) provide school boards with technical assistance in desegregation
and required nondiscrimination efforts in federally assisted programs.

Economic Opportunity Art Of 1961 (PL 88-452)authorized grants for
college work-study programs for students of low-income families;
established a Job Corps program and authorized support for work-
training programs to provide education and vocational training and
work experience for unemployed youths; provided training and wurk
experience opportunities in welfare programs; authorized support of
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education and training activities and of community action programs,
including Head Start. Follow Through, Upward Bound; authorized
the establishment of the Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA).

1965

Higher Education Act of 7%5 (PL 89-329)provided grants for: uni-
versity-community service programs, college library assistance, library
training and research. strengthening developing institutions, and
educational opportunities. Insured student loans, implemented teach-

er training programs. and provided funds for undergraduate instruc-
tional equiptnent. Established a National Teacher Corps and provided
for graduate teacher training fellowships.

1966

Adult Education Art (PL 89-750)--authorized grants to states for the
encouragement and expansion of educational programs for adults,
including training of teachers of adults and demonstrations in adult
education (previously part of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964).

1967

Educational Professions Development Act (PL 90-35)amended the
Higher Education Act of 1965 for the purpose of improving the qual-
ity of teaching and to help meet critical shortages of adequately
trained educational personnel. It authori.ed support for developing
information on needs for educational personnel, training and re-
training opportunities in response to changing manpower needs,

attracting a greater number of qualified persons into the teaching
profession. attracting persons who could stimulate creativity in the
arts and other skills to undertake short- or long-term assignments in
education. and helping to make educational personnel training pro-
grams more responsive to the needs of schools and colleges.

1968

Higher Education Amendments of 1968authorized new programs to

assist disadvantaged college students through special counseling and
summer tutorial programs, as well as programs to assist colleges to
combine resources for cooperative uses, including closed-circuit tele-

vision and computer networks. Also authorized grants to expand and
strengthen student cooperative programs and to expand programs
that provide clinical experiences to law students.

1972

Education Amendments of 1972established a National Institute of
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Education; general aid for institutions of higher education; federal
matching grants for state student incentive grants; a National Com-
mission of Financing Post-secondary Education; State Advisory Coun-
cils on Community Colleges; a Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education and state grants for the design, establishment, and conduct
of postsecondary occupational education; and a bureau-level Office
of Indian Education. It also amended current Office of Education
programs to increase their effectiveness and beuer meet special needs,
and prohibited sex bias in admissions to vocational, professional, and
graduate schools, and public institutions of undergraduate higher
education.

1974

Education Amendments of 197.1provided for the consolidation of
certain education programs; established a National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education
and transferred to the Center, from the Office of Education, the re-
sponsibility for the collection and diffusion of education statistics;
specified that the Office of Education shall be the primary Federal
agency responsible for the administration of programs of financial
assistance to educational agencies, institutions, and organizations;
authorized a White House Conference on Education, and mandated
several education surveys and studio (Grant and Lind 1976, pp. 143-
149).

1976

Education Amendments of 1976authorized the extension of most of
the provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972 and 1974;
created an Office of Lifelong Learning in the Office of Ethication;
and expanded the language of the legislation to include adults in
postsecondary education.

The national commitment to mass education can be seen in the
growth of enrollments: "In the fall of 1958, only ten campuses had
total enrollments of more than 20,000 and these accommodated 8
percent of the national student poptilation" (Gallant and Prothero
in (arnegie Foundation 1975, p. 34). In contrast, by 1969, 65 cam-
puses had enrollments Lxceeding 20,000 and they accounted for 27
percent of all studenrs. Twenty-six of these campuses had more than
30,000 students and acconuied for 15 percent of the national enroll-
ment (Carnegie Founclation 1975, p. 35).

With such large numbers of students enrolled in public institu-
tions, it is worthwhile to examine trends in the public sector as
shown in Table 5:
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Table 5. Enrollment in institutions of higher education by size of
institution, 1968 and 1971.

Institutional Size
Fall 1968

Total Enrollment
Percent Fall 1974 Percent

Less than 10,000 3,969,608 53% 4.828.792 47%
10.000 19999 1,621,671 90__ 2.330,591 23
20,000 - 29.999 829.801 11 1,356,935 13

30.000 and over 1,089.005 14 1,707,411 17

7,513.091 100 10,223,729 100

Source: Go! laday 1976. p. 187.

Higher education enrollments grew by over 30 percent in six years,
with large campuses (over 20.000 students) growing about 70 percent
in the same period. It is unlikely that such a growth spurt will ever
again occur in the education sector. There are two principal reasons
for that assertion: first, there is and has been a declining birthrate
that will result in a declining youth population at least through
1995; and second, there is a present and predicted saturation in the
labor market for college graduates (O'Toole 1975; Freeman 1976).
There are, in the opinion of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, numerous uncertainties that affect future
enrollments in higher education:

(1) the state of the economy:
(2) labor market changes;
(3) life.style changes of the young;
(1) impaet'of a volunteer army;
(5) charves in the high school graduate rate;
(6) uncertainty about the birthrate;
(7) decline in veterans benefits for education:
(8) volatile graduate enrollments;
(9) ability of institution, to attract new pools of potential stu-

dents: and
(10) changes in public policy (Carnegie Foundation 1976. pp. 16-

.19),

These uncertainties reflect long-term substantive changes in Ameri-
can society and thus mandate a change in thinking about the linkage
between aspiration and growth: a readjustment from a growth men-
tality to a steady, or perhaps unsteady, state where the focus will be
on reallocation. The Carnegie Study indic*es that adminstrators
now expect "that institutional change will come more from program
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substitution that from program addition" (Carnegie Foundation

1975, p. 88). Already expectations of administrators are being

scalecl back, as shown in Figure 5. Most administrators expect to add
fewer new programs in the years ahead.

We have suggested that American education grew enormousiy in
the period from 1958 to 1970, and its sense of aspiration grew at a

Figure 5. "Increase" in the number of instructional programs (under-
graduate level)Actual 1968-1974 as compared with projected 1974-

1980.
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concomitant rate. When in 1970 there was general recognition that
the period of growth was coming to an end, and that the already
large cost-income gap would increase, questions were raised about
the sense of aspiration in a period of reduced growth.' Many of these
questions focused on the problems of adjustment and of governance,
notably: (1) an intensified struggle for authority and control; (2) an
increase in the student-faculty ratio; and (3) an impairment of edu-
cational quality.

Table 6 (following) illustrates the first of these, that "the strong
tendency in higher education under current conditions is for au-
thority that traditionally has been widely dispersed within and
among institutions to be more highly concentrated (Carnegie Foun-
dation 1975, p. 14).

Most educators agree that financial pressures of leveling enrollment
and funding can lead to an impairment of qualities, as shown in
Table 7.

Ultimately, the question of quality must be dealt with by those
who exercise control, and the available evidence suggests that more
centralized governance will increase. The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching has suggested "that guidelines for re-
allocation be developed by boards of trustees and agents. .. [to] pro-
vide objective bases for concepts like 'financial exigency', and 'pro-
gram'. (Carnegie Foundation 1975, p. 91).

This trend toward more centralized authority will make the process
of decisionmaking of increasing interest to educators and the general
public.

The most significant tasks of institutions will be to continue to
develop new programs, to modify existing ones, and to eliminate
programs that have lost their utility or effectiveness. The Carnegie
Study suggests that there is already evidence of the following trends:

(1) fewer programs; (2) heavier reliance on program and course
review; (3) the use of substitution rather than addition in making
program and course changes; and (4) less hiring of new faculty (Car-
negie Foundation 1975, p. 95).

We have attempted to describe the process by which institutional
aspirations have grown and to suggest some of the implications of
those aspirations during periods of growth and retrenchment. While
it seems likely that surges of growth in resources and enrollments will
not occur again as in previous generations, it is probable that cycles
of expansion and contraction will recur. In the next section, the
decisionmaking structures that educational institutions have used and
may use to shape their futures are examined.
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Table 6. Shifts in authority ff074 1968.1971 and anticipated for 1971-1980'

CorOptebeusive

colleges and

Uoiver5i0es. diversities

Public Pr"4te Public Private

From department

to CANS

administration

1968.1971
.)r 21

1974.1980 35
23

From campus to

system board

1968.1971

1974.1981)

From system

board to

coordinating

agency

1968-1974

1971-1980

49

47

50

71

Liberal arts colleges Two.year colleges

Public Private I Private II Public Private

22 26 32 19

21 28 16 11

33 JJCr 25 53

17 2,0 16

46 9 57

0 59 27 36

20 20 21

24 20 19

7 20 29 27

4 16 34 14

20 6 31 0

36 16 47 14

'Percentage of administrators who
indic4ted a shift of authority in the specified direction.

Source: Carnegie Foundation 1975, P' Is.
C, 1
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Table 7. The impact of the leveling of enrollment and funding on the quality of programs, students, and faculty.

Percentage of administrators responding "impairs"

Comprehensive

colleges and

Universities universities Liberal arts colleges Two.year colleges

Public Private Public Private Public Private I Private II Public Private

Programs 69 49 67 10 50 52 49 54 50

Students 40 50 47 57 46 55 49 34 53

Faculty 60 16 JJrr 33 15 35 46 43 37

Percentage of administrators responding "enhances"

Comprehensive

colleges and

Universities universities Liberal arts colleges Twayear colleges

Public Private Public Private Public Private I Private II Public Private

Programs 22 24 20 44 50 22 37 37 31

Students 32 17 23 25 31 19 30 37 28

Faculty 30 27 31 47 69 35 36 38 37

Source: Berkeley Center Si ,

Source: Carnegie Foundation 1975, p. 18.
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Decisionmaking and Aspirations

In most instances, the governance system and decisionmaking
process in educational institutions respond to rather than initiate
policy related to aspirations and expectations. No one person or
group is in control of the organic and orderly development of a set
of aspirations. This is because the process is neither organic nor
orderly; it is "pressure responsive," driven most by those individuals,
groups, forces, and circumstances who choose to assert themselves.
In such a system, student needs are often ignored because students
as purchasers and consumers represent the most flexible income com-
ponent of the institutional budget.

A number of paradigms of decisionmaking in educational planning
and management have been proposed. Eight suggested conceptual
structures for academic decision-making are: bureaucracy, collegium,
political incrementalism, open system approach, compound system,
organized anarchy, analytical model, cybernetic (Weathersby 1975).

A general model of decisionmaking can subsume all of these para-
digms. This suggests that individual choice conceived in its broadest
terms provides a basis for understanding and predicting the actions
of individuals acting both independently and as members of organi-
zations.

This general decision paradigm incorporates nine elements that
describe an individual's decision context: three types of variables
(control, exogenous, state); four linking structures (observing .system,
value system, causal relationships, constants); and two other consid-
erations (time horizon, uncertainty structure). This view is a broad
consideration of the appropriate role of decisionmaking in institu-
tions of higher education, but is focused on formal management sys-
tems that, in practice, are often separated from institutional goal-
setting. That is, the rational and analytical process described is often
not applied to institutional goal-setting, which is more pressure re-
sponsive.

Few institution5 operate within the parameters of the general-
decision paradigm even on a management level. The process by which
decisions relating to institutional goals are made is amorphous and
varied, and more responsive to pressure and caprice than reason.

To understand the nature of these-pressure sources, it may be use-
ful to review some work done in the past decade that describes ways
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in which instinnional aspirations developed within the framework
of institutional decisionmaking.

Since institutional goals and decisions relating to them are par:
ticularly affected by resources, resource allocation, income, and ex-
penses, most of the significant work reviewed here is based on economic
theory. The major approaches examined are: (1) Breneman's eco-
nomic theory of educational production, which measures output by
degrees awarded and by the efficiency of production; (2) Buchanan
and Devletoglou's "economic diagnosis" of students as consumers,
faculties as producers, and taxpayers as owners; and (3) Cap low and
NIcGee's analysis of the academic profession and its impact on the
educational system.

The decisionmaking structure of most universities is micro- rather
than macro-responsive, more elastic in establishing focused rather
than broad objectives. David Breneman, in reference to the Univer-
sity' of California at Berkeley's Revised Academic Plan, d969-1979,
notes that "the major future responsibility of most departments in
the professional colleges and the Co/lege of Letters and Science will
be education for the doctorate" (Breneman 1971, p. 3). That objective
was congruent with the behavior and aspirations of large numbers
of faculty members, but was less congruent with other programs and
goals of the university. Breneman's theory of departmental behavior
recognizes the "joint and interacting behavior of two groups, faculty
and students, whose objectives may be more in conflict than in agree-
ment" (Breneman 1971, p. 20). His assumption is that the vast ma-
jority of graduate students view their program participation not
necessarily in terms of financial return on investment but in terms
of a life-style. Thus, they might be characterized as wanting to com-
plete their education quickly, to be assured that they will be able to
obtain the jobs they seek, and to keep to a minimum both the actual
costs to them as well as the loss for forgone income.

Faculty members (and departments that reflect the value 'of in-
dividual members) seek to "maximize . . . prestige" and reputation,
which Breneman says "is enhanced by the quality of a man's research
publications and by the quality of the graduate students who serve
as apprentices under him" (Breneman 1971, p. 36).

Breneman continues: "In the same way that a firm will not survive
if it fails to maximize profits, a faculty member at Berkeley will not
survive if he fails to maximize prestige" (Breneman 1971, p. 36). In-
dividually and coilectivelv, then, faculty members seek those activities
and programs that maximize prestige in some sense without regard
for its ramifications within other segments of the institution.
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In a complex institution such as the modern university, the
prestige-m..ximizing behavior of faculty members may place pressure
to deploy institutional resources in ways that are responsive to their
needs, and thus influence and direct institutional goals.

Breneman's research suggests that institutional goals can develop
through the efforts of one segment of the university community. If
there are ample resources, there are few unintended consequences;
if resources are scarce, conflict may occur when the goals of one group
are not congruent with another's; if too many conflicting goals are
present, chaos can ensue.

It is from the perspective of institutional chaos that Buchanan and
Devletoglou (1970) construct their economic diagnosis. Looking back
at the decade from 1960 io 1970, they argue that "students pursue
objectives unrelated to the purposes and standards upon which the
academic world is based" (Buchanan and Devletoglou 1970, p. 3).
They contend that education is an "economic goal" and must be
examined in terms of supply, demand, and cost. It is, however, unique
because "1. those who consume its product do not purchase it; 2.
those who produce it do not sell it; and, 3. those who finance it do
not control it" (p. 8).

They regard universities as

free-floating islands, moored neither to the demands of consumers nor to
the controls of owners. The free-floating island remains idyllic until the
foul winds blow. But then some harbor. some fixity, is desperately needed.
Governing boards fail to provide this in present university crises situa-
tions (p. 78).

Buchanan and Devletoglou contend that no group acts as "owners"
of educational institutions: thus, no one acts to prevent, demand,
or advocate with the traditional authority of owners. This, they con-
tend, has grown gradually but insidiously until it overcame the uni-
versity structure and created an atmosphere of indecision and anarchy.

They conclude that the university has failed to respond "to the
demands of student-consumers on the one hand and to those of the
taxpayer-owners on the other" leaving ^ "monopoly control of facul-
ties and administrators" which "mus! . .Ieduced and perhaps dra-
matically" (pp. 160-161). They view th: a serious flaw in decision-
making processes because "modern u: -;ties are owned not by
faculties but by those governing boards tu.t serve as agents for tax-
payers or contributors" (p. 1.61).

The approaches of Breneman and of Buchanan and Devletoglou
focus on faculty members as sources of pressure in establishing institu-
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tional goals. Cap low and McGee (1965) also focus on the academic
profession in an effort to understand how large and:complex institu-
tions like the modern university operate. Their work, now almost
20 years old, described with reasonable accuracy what actually oc-
curred in academia during the halcyon clays of the 1960's: high
faculty mobility, reduced teaching load, increasing emphasis on re-
search, increase in tenure, and diffusion of structure and authority
within institutions.

Although there is far broader involvement in the hiring process
and in the decision which leads to hiring as a result of affirmative
action and of the greater enfranchisement of students and non-
academic personnel i?.1 the selection process, Cap low and McGee's
conclusion that facuhy members are active participants in the hiring
process and administrators and trustees are passive participants is
still essentially valid.

They believe that traditional notions of the distribution of power
cannot be applied to universities because of its "double system of
ranking," where "academic rank is conferred .by the university, but
disciplinary prestige is awardedby outsiders..." (Cap low and McGee
1965, p. 177). The dilemMa is that while power is not automatically
inherent in any specific title or position, it must be exercised , or the
university will cease to function.

In Cap low and McGee's opinion:

The solution to this dilemma which has evolved in the American uni
versity is to let power lodge pretty much where it may. The fundamental
device by which stresses in the university are resolved is a kind of law-
lessness, consisting of vague and incomplete rules and ambiguous and
uncodified procedures (p. 177).

They conclude, "This system of loose-lying power helps to account
for the extraordinarily high incidence of conflict reported in the
universities we studied and the widespread and passionate dissatis-
faction of professors with the workings of academic government"
(p. 178).

The preceding discussion illustrates an important point: decisions
relating to institutional aspirations are not made in an organized
and inclusive manner; rather, they are made in response to pressure,
both organized and unorganized, which comes from various consti-
tuencies that influence and are influenced by the university. We have
chosen to illustrate the way in which faculty concerns and interests
create pressure to select or advance particular goals. Similar illustra-
tions could be made for administrators, trustees, the disciplines and
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professions, government, taxpayers, unions and, to a less organized
and possibly less effective degree, students.

Each organization has an internal dynamic of change and formal
or informal measures of success as perceived by its members. Only in
rare instances are colleges and universities client centered in their
decision processes. In a client (student) centered process, the knowl-
edge and skills required by clients are the prime measures of both
organizational effectiveness and faculty and administrative success.
As many other authors have argued, colleges and universities are
frequently faculty or administratively centered, and recognition by
professional colleagues and peers is the prime measure of individual
success. As long as this traditional basis of decisionmaking in higher
education continues, the likelihood of congruity between institutional
aspirations and client demands and needs will be small.

At issue is not the token representation of students in governance
structures of institutions or faculty committees, since these act to
assimilate students into value systems and philosophical orientations
in effect at educational institutions. The more fundamental question
is, How can structural changes in institutional decisionmaking bring
greater congruity between institutional aspirations and individual
choice? Implicit in effecting such changes in decisionmaking is the
desire and need to increase the willingness of students to pay for
educational services.
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Conclusion:
One Possible Future

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, the major move-
ments of American higher education have been in the direction of
creating "packages" of experiences for students: the liberal arts ex-
perience, the Ph.D. program, the technical and vocational training
programs leading to certificates, the general education curriculum
each a discrete package of academic experiences. In addition, our
institutions offer a plethora of student services including health and
psychological counseling, job placement, housing options, and many
others. Also the Carnegie unit and relatively standard Curricula have
given to students who have partially completed their educational
package at one institution the option to transfer to a similar in-
stitution to complete their program. Common requirements for the
bachelor's degree and similar calendars and curricula enable faculty
to choose the content of the courses they teach, while students choose
whether or not to attend and partake.

The components of a collegiate educational program normally in-
clude at least the following: the assessment of prior learning in
formal academic settings or elsewhere; academic advising; career ad-
vising; direct instruction: assessment of direct instruction; certifica-
tion; and linkages to additional education or work. Most institutions
offer these educational services as a single package. Usually it is not
possible for a client to purchase only one of these services; for exam-
ple, a client cannot obtain only career advising or only certification.
Most career and academic advising is performed by faculty who are
untrained and unsupervised in the performance of this responsibility.
Although the processes for assessing prior learning are becoming more
sophisticated and more diverse, the dominant mode is still only to
transfer credits of formal courses successfully completed at other in-
stitutions (Keeton 1976). Although there are some notable competency-
based alternatives, certification is still primarily determined by the
accumulation of previously completed courses, based on the assump-
tion that the whole is equal to the sum of the parts. In this frame-
work colleges and universities are equivalent to vertically integrated
firms, in which the control of all the components lies within the
same institutional structure. It is not surprising that within this
structure that there is little congruity between individual and insti-
tutional aspirations.
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At the same time there is a small but growing number of examples

of special purpose organizations that focus primarily on only one r;f

the components described above. There are assessment centers that

evaluate prior academic and life experience in terms of degree equiva-

lents. There are networks of academic advisors, such as at Campus

Free College, who provide no instruction but do suggest means by

which individuals can use existing educational resources to satisfy

their academic objectives; there are career counseling centers that

help individuals consider academic and nonacademic channels to in-

crease their career development; there are extensive offerings of ac-

tivities of direct instruction that offer no academic credit and no
individual assessment, which is the pattern of many extension courses.

The New York State Regents External Degree Program and the

Thomas Alva Edison College of New Jersey are examples of certifica-

tion programs that offer no instruction, no advising, and no individual

counseling. Finally, there are job-education networks and linkages

that are run completely independently of academic institutions.

This "unbundling" of educational services has two major impacts:

it changes the structures and incentives for decisions in an educa-

tional institution that offers individual services and it alters the stu-

dent cost-benefit calculus for students who are now empowered to

purchase just the services they find desirable.

There is little expectation that the wide variety of objectives
sought by students and faculty should significantly overlap. Students

are asked to support an increasing proportion of the total cost of

operating all college and university activities. It is understandable
that they would seek to choose more discriminantly among the serv-

ices offered. It is understandable that faculty and administration
would be reluctant to decentralize or differentiate their services when

student priorities differ from their priorities. To the degree to which
traditional colleges and universities are unwilling to decentralize
their services, a market will be available for new, specialized organi-

zations to enter. Most of these new organizations may well be private

simply because of the ease of incorporation, but there are important

cost/effectiveness considerations that could attract public support as

well.
As institutions seek to align their aspirations and their resources,

they will face many difficult choices. Among them are the need to

choose program specialization, functional specialization, alternative

patterns of resource use that may be more efficient, new sources of

income, and increased reliance on tuition and fees.
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The essence of our argument is that:
(1) in the past 15 years, institutions have expanded their expendi-

tures per student at a rate much faster than the rate of increase in
institutional costs;

(2) presumably these expanded activities and services have enabled
institutions to move toward their aspirations or objectives;

(3) the cost of meeting institutional aspirations has shifted increas-
ingly to students;

(4) the analyses of institutional decision processes suggest that
faculty and administrative incentives and objectives arc very differ-
ent from student incentives and objectives; and

(5) the entry on the educational market of new organizations that
provide limited educational functions (such as assessment or certifi-
cation) at limited student cost :Ind that are much more congruent
with student aspirations will create increasing pressure on traditional
institutions to directly link student aspirations and student costs in
lieu of the current disjunctive between institutional aspirations and
student costs.

The consequences of these structural incongruities arc not only in-
terpersonal and organization conflict, manifest in the late 1960's, but
also the increasing financial distress and imbalance of institutions.
The organizational conflict produccd some restructuring of participa-
tion in governance and a high turnover of administrators, but little
change in institutional aspirations. On the contrary. the financial
distress is leading institutions to reconsider their role, purpose, and
mission, as well as their patterns of resource use. To the extent these
recommendations occur and are implemented, they portend a future
of substantively different institutional arrangements than higher edu-
cation now offers.
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Appendix: Studies of the Financial Condition
of Educational Institutions

Since 1970, the financial condition of educational institutions has

been of increasing concern not only to administrators, who have
seen spiraling costs, but to students and parents faced with annual
tuition increases, and to state and federal officials to whom institu-
tional officials increasingly turn for relief and assistance..Three major
studies have been undertaken and each has been scrutinized by an
eager, involved audience. Earl Cheit, on behalf of the Carnegie Com-
mission, undertook a study of 11 institutions in 1971 and then under-
took a lollow.up study two years later. Howard Bowen an0 John
Minter, on behalf of the Association of Americm Colleges, examined
100 private institutions in 1975 and again in 1976 in their ongoing
study of institutional finance. Finally, Lupton, Augenblick and Heyi-

son undertook a detailed study of the financial state of higher edu-
cation published in the fall of 1976 in Change.

The Lupton et al. study used sixteen variables, including institu-
tional type and control, trends in enrollments. operating and plant-
addition expenditures, and a varie4 of financial ratios. The con-
clusion was that of all ranked institutions:

. . . 25.1 percent were in the healthiest category (A) while 43.9 percent
were in healthy categories A and 11 (see Chart 3 on page 25). Category D,
somewhat unhealthy. contained mer one.third of all ranked institutions.
An additional 11.4 percent of all institutions fat into the least healthy
category (E). This distribution of institutions depicts the financial stress
that extsts itt the higher education community. since one would have ex-
pected a more normal distribution under the methodology employed
(Lupton et al.. September 1976. p. 24).

The following chart and table provide detailed information about
how institutional "health" was determined and provide some com-
parative data relating to other institutions. Table 8 describes the

health indicators.
Once determined, these variables weic combined to produce an in-

stittitional "score" that was placed on a scale ranging from unhealthy
(E) to relatively unhealthy (D). to mean score (C), to relatively healthy
(B), to healthy (A)..When calculated for all institutions considered,
it was found that almost one-half of all academic institutions can be
considered to be in an unhealthy condition. Figure 6 shows the
financial condition from unhealthy to healthy of all institutions based

on the Lupton et al. study.
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Table 8. The sixteen key institutional health indicators

Categorical Variables

Private control

Twol ear college

Trend Variables

Trend in undergraduate HE enrollment

Trend in graduate Ira enrollment

Trend in educational and general expenditures

Trend in plain addition expenditures

Financial Ratios

Current funds revenue

expenditure ratio

Current funds revenues:

Fixed operating costs ratio

Gift, grant, and contract revenue:

Current funds revenue ratio

A categorical variable distinguishing privately controlled institutions from
others,

A categorical variable distinguishing two.year institutions from others,

Undergraduate full-time equivalent enrollments.

Craduate level fulltirne equivalent enrollments.

Educational and general (E and G) expenditures.

Plant additions: the increase or decrease in reported book value for a given
year. A 10-percent increayz in this item indicates that total expenditures for
plant and equipment in 1974 were 10 percent above those made in 19121 not
that total plant in 1914 was 10 percent greater than in 1972.

The current funds revenueexpenditure ratio summarizes whether the insti.
tution's operating funds cover its operating expenses.

This ratio was intended to measure the institution's ability to cover its fixed
costs. Since, because of tenure policies, we regarded most labor costs as fixed,
this ratio is not strictly comparable to its business counterpart.

This ratio measures the imcortance of gifts and outside nonreseareh support
(excluding direct governmental subsidies for instruction) among the institu .
tion's revenue sources,

4° Source: Lupton et al September 1976, p, 24.
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cot'D Ta Irle 8. The sixteen key institutional health indieators(Conlinued)

Financial Rados (Continued)

Amiemic mission expenditures:

Educational and general expenditure ratio

Tuition and fees: Student aid revenues

Current funds revenues:

Plant assets ratio

Plant assets: FTE enrollment ratio

Graduate FTE:

Undergraduate FTE ratio

Educational and general expenditures:

Degrees conferred ratio

Fresoman FTE:

Undergraduate FTE ratio

Academic mission expennures include -air educational and general expendi.

tures except maintenance, plant operation, and administrative costs. The ratio

indicates how much of the institution's resources are devoted to academic uses.

Student aid revenues include all monies received for or restricted to student

aid. As mentioned in the text, this ratio may serve as a proxy for student aid

effort,

Plant assets are measured at book value. This ratio measures the revenue

productivity of the institution's assets.

This ratio indicates the amount of plant assets "used" in educating one stu.

dent and is a rough indicator to how intensively the plant is utilired.

The ratio of graduate FFE to undergraduate FTE, as is explained in the text,

serves as a proxy for major research institutions.

This is an estimate of the cost of producing one degree graduate, Graduate

and undergraduate costs are averaged.

This ratio reflects persistence patterns among the undergraduate population

within ',Ite ristitutiott. It is affected by attrition and by the mix (if any)

between students in two, and fourlear degree programs,
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Figure 6. Financial condition of all institutions

(n=2.163)
34.8%

25.1%

18.8%
14.4%

6.9%

A

Source: Lupton et al.. September 1976. p. 25.

Although more extreme than some earler findings, these results
are basically consistent with the first findings by Earl Cheit. who
surveyed the financial condition of 41 institutions in 1970. His con-
clusions were ominous:

. . 29 of the 41 colleges and nniversities in this study (71 percent) were.
at the time of the campus visit, headed for financial trouble or were in
financial difficulty. The relnaining 29 percent, 12 schools, were considered
not in financial trouble at the time of the campus visit (Cheit 1971. P. 139).

Chcit found in his study that the institutions examined had under-
gone similar experiences during the 1960's:

Total current fund expenditures have been rising during the 1960s at
the rate of 8.1 percent per student per year. For the schools in financial
difficulty it has been 10.3 percent. Campus interview: identified five
important components of expenditure. Their percentage mint shares of
the cost growth during the last three )ears of the decade are estimated
in this study as (I) general inflation. 2.4; (2) faculty salaries, 2.6; (3) student
aid. .9 to 1.7; (4) cost of campus disturbances, .3 to 1.0; and (5) growth in
responsibility, activities, and aspiration, 1.5 to 3.5. Almost all institutions
in the study are cutting expenditures. and most private schools are being
forced into deficits. For most, the expenditure rate has dropped sharply
in the last year or two, But they appear still to be running behind (Chcit
1971, p. 138).

When hc undertook a follow-up study two years later, Cheit con-
cluded that most institutions had achieved "a certain degree of
stability, fragile but real" (Cheit 1973, p. 8). He found that numerous
changes had taken place within thc ,11 institutions and that

. . it is clear that these changes have been effective in the short-run in
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slowing down and Paha Ps even halting eroding economic conditions.
In almost all of the 41 Institutions, the gaP between expenditures and
imcome is no longer w.dening; in most the gap in fact appears to be
closing, and in soMe the gaP has been eliminated. Althougll the institu.
tions have been sided lq some factors external to them, such as the
reduced rate of inflatioo . the priMary factors in this somewhat im-
proved situation have been internal . the efforts of the campuses them.
selves.

As a consequence, there is aniong camPus adMinistrators more optimism
about the finan fturecial. institutions than one could have
predicted two }ears ago. It is a guarded optimism, and with good reason,
for it is based on rather fragile conditions (Cheit 1973, pp. 15.16).

Similarly, in the studY of 100 private institutions undertaken in

u

1975, Bowen and Minter conclude that:

. . about 27 percent of ti!e institutions in the sample, and by inference
27 percent of ajj private Institutions, arc in a condition that could be
described as serious troohie: This judgment is based on such factors as
declining enrolhnent, de0,1nIng selectivity of students, failure of revenues
to keep pace wich inflaton, deterioration Of various ratios of assets to
liabilities, etc. This is bY no means a negligible percentage (Bowen and
Minter 1975, p. 77).

Their most recent report, issued in May 1976, reiterates their earlier
findings:

We found that a third of,t.he institutions could be classified as of medium
current strength and holo!ng their own ow time. We also found that
some currently strong institutions were gaining ground and some losing
ground. And we (wind the, satne condition among weak institutions: some
were gaining ground arT s!ame losing ground. The main finding was
that there are success stori" In private higher education as well as distress,
and the successes or distress are not confined to any one category of in-
stitutions. Moreover, wherl ',e,ehecked on the condition of institutions that
we had judged to be i° .`ustress last year. we found that some had
achieved a turn-arotrild. This c+ace has led us to be cautious about provid-
ing "box scores" of the Int.ntber of institutions in distress. Indeed, we
classified only six out of nmety.three institutions as being at the same
time curiently weak and lastng ground over time. We are not ready to
predict the demise of anY °I these institutions though we do not belittle
the odds against which th0 are struggling (Bowen 1976, pp. 96.97).

While the financial distress reported by institu-
tions differs from survey t° stuvey, the consistent finding that a sub-
stantial proportion cularly private) institutions are experi-
encing financial distress Is significant. Observers, researchers, and
practitioners report that scstne adjustments have been made, that a
"precarious balance" between income and expenditure has been
achieved, but that this bolance is continuously threatened by rising
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prices and a stabilizing student demand. Lupton et al. summarize
this succinctly and effectively:

The financial future of all higher education institutions appears to be
more delicate than a decade ago. A myriad of new and crucial social
programs place increasing demands on the state treasuries that affect the
availability of public subsidies. Private institutions face cost increases
that are only partially offset by increases in state and federal support.
Private institutions suffer from a rrice differential that is frequently
4:1a differential that will not be reduced by tuition equalization
grants in a time of constrained resources or underenrollment at public
institutions. Institutions that arc going to be financially healthy in the
years ahead will plan well, concentrate on high-quality programs with
broad appeaL and reduce expenditures that have low institutional utility.
Even prestigious institutions with sizeable endowments will have to make
special efforts to eliminate annual deficits and maintain a pattern of
long-run financial cquilihrium. Specialized institutions offering high-cost
programs arc vital, but responsibility for provision of these programs
cannot be assumed by all without generally eroding financial stability
and educational quality (Lupton et al., September 1976, pp. 29.30),
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